The Dorm Goblin Returns to Hide in Basement

Tractor Needed to Remove the Ford Touring Car From Cellar of '93

Again the Dorm Goblin has been playing games with the inhabitants of the Technology Dormitories. This time he had placed the Ford Touring Car in the cellar of the dormitory. It is a large car, capable of accommodating about six students, and was left behind by the students when they left for the holidays. The students had tried to remove it, but were unable to lift it off the ground. They had then decided to leave it there until they could think of a solution.

传染病

The Dorm Goblin is known for his mischievous behavior, and it is not uncommon for him to cause problems for the students. This time, however, he has gone too far. The students are now forced to find a way to remove the car from the cellar, which is not an easy task. They have asked for the help of a tractor, but even that may not be enough to lift the car out of the cellar.

RADIO TOPIC OF POPULAR LECTURE

Professor Bowles to Discuss Recent Developments in the Field

Professor H. E. Bowles of the Electrical Engineering Department will deliver the annual lecture on the Science of the Week tonight in 10-275. Professor Bowles will discuss the recent developments in the field of electronics, including the use of transistors and semiconductors.

CHEMICAL MOVIES OF SUGAR MAKING DOWN

Under the auspices of the Division of Organic Chemistry of the Department of Chemistry, the General Diastase portrait printing the same as the other two in the series, is being held this afternoon in 10-275. The lecture will be given by Professor C. E. Turner of the Department of Chemistry.
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CATHOLIC CLUB TO HAVE JOINT DANCE

Girls from Simmons and Boston University will dance with students in the Catholic Club at a joint dance tonight in 10-275. The dance will be open to all members of the Catholic Club, and will be held in the club's usual meeting place.

Undergraduate Interfraternity Council

There will be a meeting of the Interfraternity Council tonight in the Sigma Chi House at 7:45 o'clock. All members are expected to be present.

TECH SHOW ORCHESTRA

There will be a rehearsal of the Tech Show Orchestra tonight at 8 o'clock in the Walker Physical Laboratory.

MATT ROCKS

All freshmen members of the Tech Show Orchestra are expected to be present.

TECH BOAT CLUB

Tickets for the Boat Club Dance, Friday night, will be on sale in the main office of the club, beginning at 5 o'clock. The dance will be held at 8 o'clock.

COPPER MOPPERS

"From Mine to Costume," a motion picture showing the work of the copper-moppers, will be shown today in room 10-360 at 8 o'clock.

BOAT CLUB PINS

Members should order their pins as soon as possible, and should be in by Wednesday, January 10.

TECH SHOW TO GIVE $2000 TO M. I. T. A. (Continued from Page 1)

... continued.

... and in the manner in which the sugar was vacuum pan extraction system and the latest technique in the sugar-making industry. The lecture will be given by Professor S. P. Mulliken of the Department of Chemistry.

There will be two important meet-

2

ings of the Committee on the University in Scholarship and Athletics. The first meeting is scheduled for tonight at 8 o'clock in room 10-275. Every-
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one must be present.
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BUNKER TO ADDRESS CHEMICALS TODAY

(Continued from Page 3)

That Professor Bunker had discarded the use of sugars in his work is a fact.

This man is a well-known public health lecturer, and his lectures on the subject of sugar and health are always well attended.

The Society of Arts Lectures, under
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